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At the 4th International Graph Theory Conference (1980), G. Chartrand posed the following 
problem: If a (connected) graph G contains panning trees with m and n pendant vertices, 
respectively, with m < n, does G contain a spanning tree with k pendant vertices for every 
integer k, where m<k<n? Recently, S. Schuster showed that the answer is yes. Several 
variations of this interpolation theorem will be given including the following generalization: If a 
connected graph G contains connected spanning subgraphs of size r with m and n pendant 
vertices, respectively, with m < n, then G contains aconnected spanning subgraph of size r with 
k pendant vertices for every integer k, where m < k < n. 
1. Inll~oduclion 
Let  G be a connected graph with edge set E(G)  and vertex set V(G).  The 
order  of G is p = IV(G)[ and the size of G is q = IE(G)[. A pendant vertex has 
degree i in G. An  So(i, j)-subgraph of G is a connected spanning subgraph with i 
edges and ] pendant  vertices, where j >I 1 and an Sz(i, j)-subgraph is a connected 
spanning subgraph with i mutual ly  edge-d is jo int  cycles, j pendant  vert ices and 
exact ly p + i -1  edges. The  boundary  of a subgraph,  g, is the set of pendant  
vert ices of g and b(g) is the number of pendant vertices of the subgraph g. The 
interpolat ion theorem can be extended to include So(i, j ) -subgraphs and Sz(i, j)- 
subgraphs.  
2. In terpo lat ion  theorems for S0(i, j ) - sobgraphs and S~(i, ] ) -subgraphs 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a connected graph of order p with So(i, x)-subgraphs for 
x = m and x = n, where m < n, then G contains So(i, x)-subgraphs for every x such 
that m < x < n. 
ProoL  The  assert ion is clearly true for all graphs of order  p and size i. Thus, let G 
be a counterexample  of order  p and smallest size q > i. Let  TI, T2 . . . . .  T .  
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T,+I . . . . .  Tu be the set of all So(i, x > 0)-subgraphs of (3, where 
b(T~)<~b(Ti+~), l <-i<~u-1, (2.1) 
b(T,) < b(T,+l)- 1. (2.2) 
Let e = ulu2 be an edge of E(T,+I)-E(T,) .  Since T, and Tr+l are connected 
spanning subgraphs of (3 there exists an edge f= vlv2 of E(T,)-E(T,+I)  such that 
g= Tr+~-e+f is a connected spanning subgraph of G. The deletion of e from 
T,+x creates at most 2 new pendant vertices in T,+x-e while the addition of f to 
T,+l-e destroys at most 2 pendant vertices. Thus, we have the inequality 
Ib(T,+0- b(g)l <~2. (2.3) 
Since b(T,+x)~>3, the above inequality implies that b(g)>~l. Thus, g is an 
So(i,x>O)-subgraph of G. If b(g)>~b(T,+O then (3 -e  would contain an 
So(i, b(T,) + 1)-subgraph To since g and 7", are So(i, x)-subgraphs of (3 - e (which 
is smaller than (3). This is a contradiction because To is also a subgraph of G. 
Thus, b(g)< b(T,+0; moreover, inequalities (2.1-2.2) imply that b(g)~ b(T,+l)- 
1. Therefore, we have the equation 
B(T,+O- b(g) = 2. (2.4) 
Equation (2.4) implies that edge e = u~u2 is incident with vertices of degree at 
least 3 in T,+I. Thus, vertices ux and u2 have degree at least 2 in T,+l-e; 
furthermore, vertices vl and v2 are pendant vertices of T,+x-e. Therefore, u~ q 
in T,+l-e and consequently, Vl and v2 have degree 2 in T,+x+f. 
Since T,+I is connected, let vx, v2 . . . . .  vs be a cycle in T,+l+f containing edge 
f=  Dl~)2. 
Suppose that v3 has degree at least 3, then T,+~+f-v2~) 3 has b(g)+ 1 pendant 
vertices. If v3 has degree 2, then let h be the integer such that d(v:)= d(v2)= 
. . . .  d(~_x)=2 and d(vh)~>3. The integer h exists because dge e is incident 
with vertices of degree at least 3 and T,+l+f is connected. Thus, T,+x+f-~vh-~ 
has b(g)+l pendant vertices. Therefore, G contains an So(i, b(g)+ 1)-subgraph, 
and, by equation (2.4), b(g)+ 1 = b(T,+l)-1. Thus, we have a contradiction to 
inequalities (2.1-2.3). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 2.1. Let G be a connected graph of order p with SI(j, x)-subgraphs [or 
x = m and x = n, where m <n and 0~<j~<l, then G contains an SI(j, x)-subgraph 
for every integer x such that m < x < n. 
ProoL Let i = p -1  and i =p in Theorem 2.1. 
The following example shows that the inequality 0 ~< j <~ 1 cannot be removed in 
Corollary 2.1. 
Consider the graph H of Fig. 1 and its $1(2, x)-subgraphs. Among the edge sets 
that induce connected spanning subgraphs of H there are only two that induce 
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Fig. 1. Graph H shows that Corollary 2.1 cannot be extended to include j -- 2. 
subgraphs with exactly two edge-disjoint cycles, namely {23, 34, 42, 47, 78, 84} 
and {23, 34, 42, 25, 58, 87, 76, 62}. Consequently, H has S~(2, x)-subgraphs only 
for x = 1 and x = 3. By 'attaching' ( ] -2 )  edge-disjoint cycles to H, we see that 
there are graphs of order p >/8 with S~(], x)-subgraphs only for x = 1 and x = 3. 
By adding an inequality, the following result is obtained. 
Theorem 2,.2. Let G be a connected graph of order p with size at least 2(p + ] -  1). 
I f  G contains S~(j, x)-subgraphs for x = m and x = n, where m < n, then G contains 
an St(j, x)-subgraph for every x such that m < x < n. 
Proof. Assume that the assertion is false and let G be a counterexample of order 
p and smallest size q~2(p+j -1 ) .  Let T1, T2 . . . .  , T~, T,+I . . . . .  Tu be the set of 
all SI(j, x >0)-subgraphs of G where b(T i )~ < b(Ti+l) and b(T, )<b(T,+x) -1 .  
Let y and z be integers uch that 1 ~< y <~ r < z <~ u. Suppose that e is an edge of 
G that is in neither Ty nor Tz. This implies that Ty and Tz are S~(], x)-subgraphs 
of G - e and, consequently, G -  e contains an $1(], x)-subgraph To, where b(To) = 
b(Tr)+ 1. This is a contradiction because To is also a subgraph of G. Thus, every 
edge of G is in either Ty or T~. We also know that an $1(], x)-subgraph as 
exactly P+i -1  edges and that q ~>2(p+j -1) .  Therefore, we conclude that 
q =2(p+j -1 ) ,  T~=T2 . . . . .  Tr, Tr+l . . . . .  Tu and E(G) i s  the disjoint union 
of E(T,) and E(T,+I). Thus, G does not have bridges. 
Since G does not have bridges, let e be a bridge of T,+~ and f an edge of T, such 
that g = T,+x +f-e  is a connected spanning subgraph. Notice that g has the same 
cycles as Tr÷l since e is a bridge of T~+~. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have 
b(T,+l) I> 3 and [b(T,+0 - b(g)l <~2. Thus, g is an $1(], x > 0)-subgraph. Therefore, 
g=Tr  or g=T,÷~. This is a contradiction because E(g)~E(T , )  and 
E(g) ~ E(Tr÷I). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
An S2(], x)-subgraph is a connected spanning subgraph with exactly j cycles and 
x pendant vertices, where x >I 1. The size of an $2(], x)-subgraph is at most 
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p + j -  1 since its cycles are not necessari ly edge-dis jo int .  Therefore,  the proof  of 
Theorem 2.2 can be used to prove the fol lowing result:  
Let G be a connected graph of o rder  p and size at least 2 (p+] -1) .  If G 
contains S2(d, x) -subgraphs for x = m and x = n, where m < n, then G contains an 
S2(j, x ) -subgraph for every x such that m < x < n. 
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